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Newsletter
Market Weighton Canal Trail

Lottery &
Other Funding

The aim of this project is to establish a 
North/South heritage Trail along the 
route of the Market Weighton Canal. This 
Trail will create access to the countryside 
in which the canal is located and provide 
a link between the national Trans Pennine 
Trail at Humber Lock and the gateway to 
the Yorkshire Wolds at Market Weighton. 

The Trail will signifi cantly enhance 
community and visitor access to the 
area. It will add to the existing heritage 
tourism off er and people will start to 
understand the role the Canal played in 
the region, from an historical, geological, 
social and environmental aspect. The 
Trail will benefi t local communities and 
visitors to the region through better 
health and wellbeing, as we create this 

Local marketing and design company, 
Communique, successfully tendered 
for all the Heritage Interpretation and 
Creative Design work associated with the 
development of the Trail. This includes 
Data Collection and Curation, Identity, 
Signage, Literature, Website (including 
on – line digital resource), PR and social 
media. Their fi rst work was to develop 
what we believe is a very striking and 
representative logo. Simon Wright from 
Communique had this to say “An identity 
for a project like this needs to be simple 
and strong, impactful and memorable, 
unique and appropriate, relevant to all 
your audiences and versatile across all 
mediums.”

It is important for a project like this for 
funding to be in place before all the hard 
work starts. On behalf of the project, 
Market Weighton Town Council has 
received a National Lottery Heritage 
Fund Grant of £44,500 towards the 
Market Weighton Canal Trail. Additional 
funding for the project has also been 
provided by the East Riding of Yorkshire 
Council, Sancton Windfarm Fund, the 
Trans-Pennine Trail and other local 
business sponsorship.

In our next news update we will be giving 
you more information on our website 
and its design and development. We will 
update you on how the curation of all 
the data is progressing. We will also be 
at the early stages in the development of 
our signage including the three Gateway 
points, the interpretation/information 
boards at important places on the Trail, 
the smaller plaques and the way markers.

For more information please visit: 
www.mwct.org.uk

e. consult@amtltd.com

new walking experience. Better on-site 
information and access will also celebrate 
the importance of this historic Canal, 
help support long term sustainability 
and recognise and protect this unique 
landscape for future generations.

The establishment of the Trail and it’s 
infrastructure has now received the 
funding it needs and work has now 
commenced on the project . We will 
produce a quarterly news update 
to inform you of the progress we are 
making, which will be circulated by email 
to partners, stakeholders and other 
interested parties. Please also visit our 
temporary website at www.mwct.org.uk 
which will carry a fully up-to-date News 
Section.

“The design we provided intermingles 
blue and green, the water and the land. 
It brings together these features of water 
and land plus the trail in a directional 
fl ow. The graphic represents the history, 
the geography, the environment and 
the social aspects of the canal. It has an 
industrial but at the same time ‘country 
folklore’ feel.”

The identity will appear on all the 
route and informational signage, on 
the internet and in print. A full Usage 
Guide has been produced to help in its 
application. If anybody wants a copy of 
the artwork and the Guide, please get in 
touch with us.
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Part of the reason for establishing the new 
Trail is to make the Canal accessible for 
educational visits. The first visit has taken 
place and was attended by a number 
of local schools along the Trail route. 
One of the Teachers on the visit had this 
to say “We went down to the Humber 
Lock at high tide mid-morning, in mid-
November, and met representatives of 
the Environment Agency. They explained 
to the children about the canal, why the 
lock was there, the history of it and how 
locks work. They then moved on to the 
environment and why the Canal was 
important in draining the land. We even 
got some literature in when Dr Stewart 
Mottram of the University of Hull read 

One of the objectives of the Trail is to act 
as a central point for the collection of all 
the information on the Market Weighton 
Canal. This includes all the past and 
present research work that people have 
done as well as all the photographs, 
images and even audio recollections from 
locals who knew the canal when it was 
working. Curation of all this data is being 
managed by Communique as part of 
their tender and along with the Project 
Leader, Gordon Shields, they met up with 
Stefan Ramsden based at the Blaydes 
Maritime Centre in Hull, part of the 
University of Hull’s Faculty of Arts, Culture 
and Education.

As part of the Market Weighton Canal 
Trail Project we want to establish 
points along the route where people 
can rest, eat and take in the canal and 
countryside. As Project Leader Gordon 
Shields has been looking at what’s 
available. “We are looking at a number 
of points along the route where we can 
introduce picnic style tables to make it 
more attractive as a Trail and for people 
to rest. Due to the need for these to 
be as maintenance free as possible we 
are looking at recycled plastic tables, 
especially as plastics and the need 
to recycle them has such a strong 
connection to our planets water. But 
the final decision hasn’t been made yet. 
If anybody has any ideas on what they 
would like to see please get in touch 
with us. The tables and seating won’t be 
installed until mid 2022 at the earliest 
so we have plenty of time to look at the 
various options.”

a poem by Seamus Heaney, called the 
Banks of a Canal. The children then 
did some fieldwork, drawings and we 
discussed the importance of the Trail and 
preserving the story around it. It was a 
fascinating day for them, something they 
had never seen before and it allowed us 
to put STEAM subjects into context.”

“Market Weighton Canal Trail is going to 
be great from an educational perspective. 
It will become a valuable route and 
resource for all our local schools as well as 
those who visit the area. It links STEAM 
challenges, historical knowledge and art 
and heritage opportunities in one.”

Gordon was very pleased with this 
initial meeting “The University have 
a lot of archived information, articles 
and research on the Canal and the 
area around it. Whilst much of it goes 
back to even prehistoric times it is all 
relevant to the Canal Trail project. The 
University have also carried out a lot of 
historical, geological, geographical and 
social research around the canal and its 
hinterland. They have offered to help us 
create our database by pointing us at 
all this relevant data. Our intention is to 
use the website to store and give links 
to all the information that exists on the 
Canal itself and the local area and this 
meeting was a big step toward getting 
this database established”

Footbridges

One of the first developments on the Trail 
has been the installation of two small 
footbridges at the Market Weighton end 
of the canal. Whilst this is a small start, 
we will soon be able to report on the 
major pathway clearance that will be 
taking place all along the canals route 
and also the repairs and renovation work 
that will be going on as we establish the 
trail itself. There will also be work starting 
in 2022 around the three main entry 
points in Market Weighton town centre, 
Newport and at Weighton Lock. Each 
gateway will present an overview of the 
trail and essential information about its 
location and the surrounding area. 
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